
Available as a stand-alone portal solution and as an integrated module 
for the aBILLity platform, our award winning WLR3 (Wholesale Line 
Rental 3) software is a fully managed, carrier grade WLR3 gateway 
offering resilience, reliability and performance. It gives you complete 
control over your customers’ WLR assets, service provisioning and 
fault management.

Although our WLR3 portal is available as a 
stand-alone solution, it really comes into its 
own when integrated with our aBILLity billing 
platform. This gives significant business 
benefits in terms of reduced data entry, faster 
order processing, extra validation, and reduced 
errors. 

By integrating with aBILLity’s LineGuard fraud 
management module, it can also be configured 
to automatically block lines if fraud activity is 
detected. End-user customers are also able to 
log faults via the WebaBILLity Pro portal.

aBILLity integration

Our WLR3 solution features an intuitive, web 
based, user interface. This has been designed 
to maximise productivity and enables you to 
place orders much more efficiently than most 
other wizard based solutions. 

Where possible, we have translated the data 
which the EMP (Equivalent Management 
Platform) returns to provide you with a more 
meaningful experience.
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Contact usDevelopment & support
Union Street’s WLR3 solution is the culmination of many years 
of development effort coupled with the feedback and practical 
requirements from our substantial customer base. We have a 
proven track record in delivering new functionality and benefits 
as soon as they become available.

In addition to our policy of continuous development, we offer 
a range of support services to ensure that you leverage the 
maximum benefit from WLR3. This includes initial consultancy, 
service establishment, training and ongoing remote support.

Our WLR3 Portal is ideal if you onward sell WLR 
to dealers and resellers. Multi-level access 
rights mean you can restrict access to certain 
functions. You can also restrict the number of 
lines a reseller can order to reduce your credit 
exposure. 

The portal can be fully customised with your 
branding and colour scheme. Additionally, it 
can be separately branded for your resellers.

White-labelled

On data entry, we have added additional 
validation to ensure that orders are placed 
correctly and rejections are minimised. The 
system will also communicate with other 
carriers to place CPS and IDA orders. 

WLR3 also enables additional automation 
of processes such as fraud detection/
management where WLR3 can be used to 
temporarily block lines.

SIMPLE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Complete control
Validation of orders to reduce errors

Apply limits to excess charges 

Management reporting

Pre-qualify orders/check availability

Take lines out of service for credit control


